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B ACK U P & D IS A S T E R R E C OV ERY
Safeguarding your data should no longer be an afterthought. With Atomic™’s custom
tailored backup and disaster recovery solutions, you’ll rest easier knowing that your servers,
workstations, and data are protected with secure, enterprise-grade, and highly available
systems.

WINDOWS ® SERVERS

Mailboxes, accounting databases, purchase orders,
design files, legal documents, and even your website
are just a small sample of the types of data that likely
live on your servers. It’s all mission-critical, and it all
needs to be protected from disaster. With the Atomic
Black Box, they’ll all be backed up and protected.

TH E ATOMIC BLACK BOX
Monitored 24x7x365
Rented solution to avoid CAPEX
60-minute backup intervals
Block and file-level backup
Universal recovery capability
Custom retention schedules

Data deduplicated and compressed
Hardware indifferent restorations
Database verification and recovery testing
Optional off-site data replication
Optional standby virtual server

WORKSTATIONS

Protect your Windows®, Mac® and Linux®
workstations with CrashPlan™, the automated,
encrypted, in-the-background solution that lets users
backup from anywhere and restore their own files. All
data resides in Atomic’s SOC 3® certified facility and
backups are monitored 24x7x365.

REPLICATION,
DR PLAYBOOKS,
HOT SITES & MORE

Whether you want to leverage Atomic’s
proven disaster recovery expertise with
a customized DR Playbook, replicate
your SAN data, rent Atomic’s NetApp® hardware, or
create DR hot sites for rapid recoverability, Atomic’s
expert engineers can architect the perfect solution
for your business.
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